All level I candidates must complete one of two Practical Skills Modules (PSM)\(^*\). This is practical, relevant skills training that will provide you with on-the-job application of what you are learning in the curriculum. Although PSM content won’t be tested, your result will only be released once you’ve completed your PSM. When making your study plan, be sure to plan 10-15 hours to complete your PSM.

Consider purchasing the Practice Pack\(^*\), an optional add-on to give you access to an additional 1,000 practice questions and six mock exams. One of these mock exams will be provided on the official exam software, allowing you to build your confidence before exam day.

\(^*\)Practical Skills Modules are required for Level I candidates beginning with the February 2024 exam, Level II candidates beginning with the May 2024 exam, and Level III candidates beginning with the February 2025 exam. Practice Pack is available to Level I candidates for purchase for the February 2024 or later exam.